Learning and understanding a framework is usually a major obstacle to its effective reuse. Before being able to use a framework successfully, users often need to surpass a steep learning curve by spending a lot of effort understanding its underlying architecture and design principles. This is mainly due to users having to understand not only single isolated classes, but also complex designs of several classes whose instances collaborate for many different purposes, and using many different mechanisms. In addition, frameworks are also full of delocalized plans, and use inheritance and delegation intensively, which makes their design more difficult to grasp at a first glance. How to obtain the necessary information from the framework itself and its accompanying documentation is the main problem with framework understanding. Considering its importance, this paper presents an initial attempt to capture, in the pattern form, a set of proven solutions to recurrent problems of understanding frameworks. The fundamental objective of this work is to help non-experts on being more effective when trying to learn and understand object-oriented frameworks.

The introduction of reuse in a software development process implies splitting the traditional software life cycle into two interrelated cycles: one focused on developing reusable assets, and another focused on searching and reusing reusable assets already developed.

A framework is a reusable design together with an implementation. It consists of a collection of cooperating classes, both abstract and concrete, which embody an abstract design for solutions to problems in an application domain [15][16][17].

In the particular case of framework-based application development, the traditional life cycle can be organized in: a framework development life cycle devoted to build frameworks, corresponding to the abstraction phase of software reuse; and an application development life cycle (also known as framework usage) devoted to develop applications based on frameworks, corresponding to the selection, specialization, and integration phases of software reuse.

Although the activities of framework development and application development are often separate and assigned to different teams, the knowledge to be shared between them is large, as the design of a framework for a domain requires considerable past experience in designing applications for that domain.

In application development, frameworks act as generative artefacts as they are used as a foundation for several applications of the framework’s domain. This contrasts with the traditional way of developing applications, where each application is developed from scratch. The most distinctive difference between the traditional and the framework-based development of applications is the need to map the
structure of the problem to be solved onto the structure of the framework, thereby forcing the application to reuse the design of the framework. The positive side of this is that we don’t need to design the application from scratch. But, on the other hand, before starting application development, we need to understand the framework design, a task that sometimes can be very difficult and time-consuming, especially if the framework is large or complex, and is not appropriately accompanied with good documentation or training material.

Figure 1 shows a simplified view of framework-based application development that relates the artefacts, activities, and roles most relevant for the topic of the patterns presented in this paper – framework understanding. Because understanding frameworks is of major importance for application developers, in the figure, the activity is assigned exclusively to that role, but in fact it can be also relevant for framework selectors, original framework developers (especially of large frameworks), framework maintainers, and developers of other frameworks, although not with the same degree of importance.

In relation to the other activities depicted, there are pattern languages addressing their own challenges and problems, of which we refer “Evolving frameworks: A pattern language for developing object-oriented frameworks” [1], regarding design, implementation and evolution activities, and also “Patterns for Documenting Frameworks” [2][3][4], regarding documentation activities.

Therefore, this paper contributes patterns to a pattern language focusing on problems of understanding frameworks (white-box, black-box or gray-box), which must be properly managed before being able to use frameworks effectively.

White-box frameworks rely heavily on inheritance and dynamic binding in order to achieve extensibility. Although white-box reuse is the hardest way to use a framework, it is by far the most powerful.
Black-box frameworks are the easiest to use, because they are structured using object composition and delegation rather than inheritance. On the other hand, black-box frameworks are the most difficult to develop, because they require the definition of the right interfaces and hooks able to anticipate a wide range of application requirements.

Most real-world frameworks combine black-box and white-box characteristics, being thus called gray-box frameworks. They allow extensibility both by using inheritance and dynamic binding, as well as by defining interfaces. Gray-box frameworks are designed to avoid the disadvantages of black-box frameworks and white-box frameworks.

Although some of the problems here addressed could also be common to large or complex software systems, frameworks are specifically designed to be easy to reuse, thus adding special needs from the point of view of learning and understanding.

The pattern language comprises a set of interdependent patterns aiming to help users become aware of the problems that they will typically face when starting to learn and understand frameworks. These patterns are targeted for framework users especially novices. The patterns were mined from existing literature, lessons learned, and expertise on using frameworks, based on previous studies and literature reviews of the authors on the topic [5][6].

The pattern language outlines a path commonly followed when learning and understanding a framework. As many frameworks can be very difficult to learn and understand, completely or in detail, these patterns aim to expose the tradeoffs involved in the process of understanding a framework, and to provide practical guidelines on how to balance them to find the best learning strategy for each specific person (learner or framework user) and context.

The problems addressed by the patterns are basically raised by the following questions:

- What do I need to understand about the framework to accomplish my task? What kind of knowledge do I need? More concrete or abstract? At code level, design level, documentation level?
- How can I acquire the knowledge I need? Which learning strategy should I adopt? Which one is best for my needs?
- Which kinds of tools can I use to gather, organize, explore and preserve the knowledge I value most?

According to [14], framework reuse can be divided into categories according to the re-user’s interests, whether a framework selector, an application developer, a framework maintainer, or a developer of other frameworks. These categories range from selecting, instantiating, flexing, composing, evolving and mining a framework. For the scope of the pattern language presented in this paper, only the most commonly used will be addressed: selecting, instantiating and evolving.
To describe the patterns, we have adopted Christopher Alexander's pattern form: Name-Context-Problem-Solution-Consequences [7]. We've also added a Rationale section and a See also section, where known uses and further reading directions can be found. Before going to the details of each pattern, we will briefly overview the pattern language with each pattern's intent and a map (Figure 2) showing their relationships.

**Patterns overview**

- **Selecting a framework.** This pattern allows deciding whether or not to select a framework, after evaluating its appropriateness for an intended application domain.
- **Instantiating a framework.** This pattern shows how to learn about instantiating a framework in order to implement an application.
- **Evolving a framework.** This pattern shows what steps should be taken to learn how to evolve a framework.
- **Drive your learning.** This pattern shows how to plan your learning process throughout the task of understanding a framework.
- **Knowledge-keeping.** This pattern shows how to preserve the acquired knowledge about a framework.
- **Understand the application domain.** This pattern enables the learner to know what is the application domain covered by the framework.
- **Understand the architecture.** This pattern shows the learner how to find architectural knowledge about the framework.
- **Understand the design internals.** This pattern tells the learner how to look for knowledge about the design internals of the framework.
- **Understand the source code.** This pattern helps to understand how to identify where in the source code are the important parts that enable the developer to implement the application.

When referring to a related pattern within this pattern language, its name will appear in SMALLCAPS. Otherwise, if it’s an “outside” pattern, it will appear in SMALLCAPS ITALICISED together with the respective reference.
Pattern  **Selecting a framework**

You are someone (manager, project leader, developer) who is responsible for finding a solution for an application development project in a certain domain. You are about to select a framework that can help you to solve your problem.

**Problem**  Framework selection consists of deciding whether to reuse or not a framework, after evaluating its appropriateness for an intended application in a specific domain.

*What do you need to learn about a framework in order to select it effectively?*

**Forces**  
- **Effort.** You don’t want to spend too much time learning what you need to know to effectively decide if a framework is selectable.
- **Certainty/Sureness.** You need to be sure that the framework you’re about to select covers, not only your application domain, but also all of your specific needs.
- **Documentation.** The existing documentation may not give the necessary insight into the applicability of the framework.
- **Complexity.** The more complex a framework is, the harder it is to understand.

**Solution**  
Start by quickly understanding the framework under consideration. Look for a short description of the framework's purpose, the domain covered, and an explanation of its most important features, preferably illustrated with examples.

In order to ascertain if a specific framework covers your domain requirements, you need to **UNDERSTAND THE APPLICATION DOMAIN** in a clear way, i.e., the domain covered by the framework, and the range of solutions for which the framework was designed and is applicable.

However, knowing the purpose of the framework is not always enough to ensure that all the problems may be met by this framework. It can be important to go deeper to **UNDERSTAND THE ARCHITECTURE**, **UNDERSTAND THE DESIGN INTERNALS**, or **UNDERSTAND THE SOURCE CODE**, until being sure of the framework’s appropriateness for the problem at hand.

To be more effective, you may consider to **DRIVE YOUR LEARNING** according to your experience and specific requirements.

**Consequences**  
- **Cost-effectiveness.** You quickly gain insight into the scope of the framework and its coverage of your specific needs. Going into detail gives you more accurate hints on how the framework is built and addresses your problems.
- **Narrow knowledge.** Yes, it solves your specific problems, but that doesn’t give you a whole grasp over what other specific problems it might address. Further investigation might be needed when new contextual-related problems arise.

**Rationale**  
When using frameworks, one of the key decisions that need to be made is whether or not the framework fits the application. Since frameworks can be complex,
gaining a deep understanding of the framework to make that decision often requires the time consuming process of actually using the framework. Capturing information about the applicable domain of the framework is a way to ease this decision [38]. Limitations and design trade-offs about the framework can help to show what the framework can and cannot be used for. There will always be degree of uncertainty but that can be mitigated by existing documentation or the potential user will often perform experiments to increase their understanding of the framework and to evaluate its appropriateness to the new application.

**See also**

In [18], Andrew Turner and Chao Wang had to evaluate a set of existing AJAX frameworks and select the most suited for their requirements. Their process relied on ascertaining that all the frameworks could cover their specific domain and high-level requirements. They had to dig deeper into the framework internals and even develop some prototypes to test if the framework could address and solve their specific issues.

In [19], Sheick et al. proposed and applied a criterion for ascertaining the suitability of a framework to a specific project. It relied on a set of areas to inspect, starting with the intended domain and evolving into detailed issues like the presence of design patterns and lower-level concerns such as error handling and degree of coupling. They then applied their criteria to characterize an existing framework for a transaction processing system implementation called jPOS ISO 8583, to see if it was suitable for selection.
Patterns for Understanding Frameworks

Pattern Instantiating a framework

You have been given, or previously selected, a framework to use as a solution for a specific problem. You are now about to instantiate the framework in order to implement the intended functionalities and build your application.

Problem Framework instantiation usually consists on deducing, designing and implementing application-specific extensions to the framework. Despite knowing which extensions the framework requires, it is hard to understand where to “plug” those extensions in the framework.

What do you need to learn about a framework in order to instantiate it quickly?

Forces

Documentation. Tutorial documentation can help you to walkthrough the initial contact with the framework and to acquire knowledge about the framework’s entry points.

Effort. You don’t want to spend too much time learning what you need to know to instantiate the framework.

Learner’s experience. If you are already familiarized with the framework, you try to find similar areas of flexibility. A novice learner will look for demonstrating examples that might give her a hint of where to start poking the code for hot-spots.

Complexity. Complexity may not mean “difficult to use”, but surely means “difficult to learn”. Issues like indirectness, abstraction and obscurity give the framework its power but also hinder its ability to be learnt and understood.

Solution

Find the areas of customization of the framework by looking at the existing documentation and resort to instantiation examples to clarify on how to use those areas.

Look at the documentation to find the CUSTOMIZATION POINTS [4] of predefined refinement where framework instantiation is supported. In addition, look also into some GRADED EXAMPLES [3] that explain how to use the framework to implement more common functionalities. The customization of a framework is usually possible through sub-classing of framework abstract classes and/or composition of concrete classes. Understanding how these classes relate and interoperate is crucial to be able to use them properly.

If you’re dealing with a white-box framework, it is important to further UNDERSTAND THE ARCHITECTURE and to UNDERSTAND THE DESIGN INTERNALS. Only then you can start to UNDERSTAND THE SOURCE CODE and effectively start reusing the framework.

To be more effective, you may consider to DRIVE YOUR LEARNING according to your experience and specific requirements.

Consequences Framework know-how. You gain knowledge on how to instantiate the framework, progressively increasing your expertise and being able to incrementally build your application.
Blind trust. Using a framework means trusting in code you have never seen. So if the framework is poorly built or has features that it publicizes but are not implemented or don’t work well, your solution may suffer with it. It’s not rare to see frameworks whose internal code is not available for debugging or modification.

Rationale Framework instantiation into domain-specific application takes place at points of predefined refinement called *hot-spots* [20]. Thus knowing where and how to use these points leads to an effective framework instantiation. Moreover, [17] the best way to start learning a framework is by example [21]. Most frameworks come with a set of examples that you can study, and those that don’t are nearly impossible to learn. Examples are concrete, thus easier to understand than the framework as a whole. Frameworks are easier to learn if they have good documentation.

See also In [10], Froelich *et al.* resort to a Hooks-model to describe the framework customization points and use it to instantiate the SEAF (Size Engineering Application Framework). Their approach is similar to this as it relies on documentation describing the customization points (*hooks*) and uses it to know where to instantiate the framework.
Pattern  **Evolving a framework**

You are a software engineer who is responsible for the maintenance and evolution of a framework. Your task may be to evolve the framework to support new requirements, refactoring its design, or the correction of errors, while preserving its backward compatibility.

**Problem**  To evolve a framework means understanding where the evolution will take place within the framework and to which extent do you need to go. You need to know what elements to evolve and its impact on the framework as a whole.

*What do you need to learn to evolve a framework?*

**Forces**  
- **Documentation.** The documentation is almost always descriptive, which is not good for framework evolvers, because original framework designers can’t predict how the framework might be extended in the future through additional flexibility on existing hot spots, or in additional hot spots. A more prescriptive documentation would be better.

- **Maintenance expertise.** It is expected that the framework maintainers are both domain experts and software experts.

- **Evolution task.** Your task may be adding new functionalities or improving existing ones, correcting errors or refactoring the design. Different information needs arise according to the task at hand.

- **Tools.** There might be the need to recover lost design information that is important to the evolution task. Existing reverse engineering tools may prove useful.

**Solution**  Look at the architecture of the framework and understand how it is built and how it meets its purpose. Gain further insight of its components by looking at the design internals and areas of flexibility and treat each variability issue separately.

Have a good **UNDERSTANDING of THE ARCHITECTURE** and its rationale, in order to avoid the architectural drift problem [22], commonly consequential of poor framework evolution. **UNDERSTANDING THE DESIGN INTERNALS** and **UNDERSTANDING THE APPLICATION DOMAIN** helps at keeping the evolution process in perspective. Look at the **CUSTOMIZATION POINTS** [4] that support the flexibility offered by the framework and plan you evolution tasks.

To be more effective, you may consider to **DRIVE YOUR LEARNING** according to your experience and specific requirements.

**Consequences**  
- **Evolution expertise.** You gain enough insight to adequately address your evolution tasks. Be alert to issues regarding delta analysis, architectural drifts, version proliferation and over-featuring [22].

- **Ignorant surgery.** Evolving parts of the framework means understanding its interaction with its other parts. Sometimes, focusing too much on the problem at hand may cause what is called “ignorant surgery” [12]. Inadequate investigation prior to performing a change task limits the understanding of the existing design of a
system. The evolver performs a change in a single location in the code that is better understood, but which may lead to unforeseen effects throughout the framework as its dependencies aren’t properly identified and taken into account.

**Rationale**

The need to evolve a framework usually arises during any of the following situations: (1) new domain concepts need to be incorporated into the framework, (2) reducing the complexity of the framework through re-design and (3) initial design issues that were neglected need to be addressed [22]. The evolution process usually involves the execution of two tasks: restructure (refactoring) and extension. In order to restructure it properly, the developer must be aware of all the repercussions and dependencies of the components or customization areas she intends to extend or alter. Another concern is application compatibility. The framework must remain compatible with earlier developed applications, whereas a faulty evolution process may change the way the framework is supposed to be used, closing otherwise opened customization points. By understanding how the framework is supposed to be used will enable the developer to maintain its interface coherent, without too much effort.

**See also**

In [1], Roberts and Johnson present a pattern language for evolving frameworks where they show that there is need for the understanding of different levels of detail concerning the framework components.

In [39], Cortés *et al.* present a tool to support framework evolution tasks, namely refactoring and extension. They propose to automate certain kinds of refactoring tasks and applying extension rules based on Pree’s meta-patterns, which implement variation points as a combination of template and hook methods.
Pattern  **Drive your learning**

You are about to learn a framework to reuse it. You have your understanding goals, but no process of learning to guide you through.

**Problem**

Upon defining your learning goal, you need to start learning. Knowing what to learn is as important as reaching those goals through an effective learning process. Adopting a learning strategy is, therefore, essential. But what strategy is more suitable?

*How do you define the most effective process for your learning needs?*

**Top-down vs. bottom-up.** A top-down approach will start at a higher-level progressing downwards, giving a good overview with little effort but poor details. A bottom-up approach starts at a low-level progressing upwards, giving good detail with little effort, but hindering awareness of the global impact of changes.

**Learner’s experience.** You experience with the framework can affect your learning strategy, when choosing where to start and how to proceed.

**Learning style.** You may be a more “global”, “reflective” learner or you may possess a more “sequential”, “active” learning behaviour [13].

**Documentation.** Depending on the existing documentation artefacts, the learner will have to adapt his learning strategy to quicker and better fill in her knowledge gaps.

**Solution**

Select an entry point to start your understanding. Progress to the understanding level you feel more comfortable with, changing directions whenever needed.

A more experienced learner tends to adopt a more top-down approach, whereas a novice learner will go for a more bottom-up approach [25][26][27]. Remember you can start at any abstraction level. A “global”, “reflective” [24] learner will start at a higher level of abstraction and will “top-down” gradually into the framework, because she needs the big picture first. A “sequential”, more “active” learner will start at a lower-level, try things out and “bottom-up” into the framework, gathering bits and pieces to form her mental model. Then, change directions, that is, swap strategies, as needed. This is beneficial to reduce cognitive overload and focus on the goal.

Look at the *DOCUMENTATION ROADMAP* [2] and choose the documentation artefacts that may better assist you on your understanding tasks, namely *FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW, GRADED EXAMPLES, CUSTOMIZATION POINTS, DESIGN INTERNALS* and *COOKBOOK & RECIPES* [2][3][4].

**Consequences**

**Methodical approach.** A methodical investigation proves more effective than a chaotic one. By defining a course of action the chances of reaching an answer faster, increase.

**Personalized cognitive process.** Navigate freely along the abstraction levels until you feel satisfied with the things you’ve learned. Your mental model will progressively increase throughout task execution.
Rationale  On the field of Program Comprehension, many researchers have studied how programmers understand programs through observation and experimentation [28][29]. This research has resulted in the development of several cognitive theories to describe the comprehension process. These range from bottom-up [30][31], top-down [32][33], knowledge-based [34] and systematic [35] converging into an integrated model that frequently switches between all of these [36]. This integrated model would serve a wider range of learners as it would give the learner the option of choosing the most effective learning strategy. All of these cognitive models use existing knowledge together with the code and documentation to create a mental representation of the program.

See also  In [40], Schull et al. performs a study of about reading techniques while learning about a framework and divides them into two categories: hierarchy-based and example-based. While the former is mostly used by experienced learners, the latter gains the preference of the most novice learners. Nevertheless, one important conclusion of the study is that the learning process should not be strict and allow the learner to freely choose the way she feels more comfortable with, thus potentially achieving the better results faster.

In [37], an exploratory study was performed on how developers investigate source-code in order to perform a change task. One of the major results of that study was that a methodical investigation of the code of a system was more effective than an opportunistic approach. Nevertheless, this theory does not imply that a purely systematic approach to program investigation is the most effective. Successful subjects also exhibited some opportunistic behaviour.
Pattern  **Knowledge-keeping**

You want to keep what you have learned while understanding the framework. You want to be able to use that knowledge in the future so that you don’t have to do it all again. Also you want it to be fit for other framework users.

**Problem**  Learning how to use a framework means finding, browsing, using and generating understanding knowledge. Reusing the knowledge in future learning tasks is as useful as reusing design and code. Developers go to great lengths to create and maintain rich mental models of code that are rarely permanently recorded. Preserving this knowledge for later use is, therefore, of utter importance.

*How to adequately preserve the acquired learning knowledge?*

**Forces**  

**Existing Documentation.** Adopting existing documentation artefacts as templates to harbour new knowledge depends on its availability, easiness of use and quality of its contents.

**Intrinsic knowledge.** Much relevant information is kept in the minds of experts that have used the framework. This knowledge decays with time and never becomes useful to others but the expert himself. Sharing this knowledge is important, but might be expensive to experts as it causes interruption and can be time-consuming.

**Tools.** Documentation generation tools, using recovery and extraction techniques, might be used to generate several specific kinds of views and formats over the information about the framework.

**Motivation.** Producing documentation can be tiresome and boring. The long-term cost-benefit is often overlooked, thus affecting the motivation to spent time and resources producing documentation.

**Solution**  Use documentation methodologies and tools to produce documentation artefacts and store them in an open, shared, collaborative environment where the information can be accessed and evolved through time.

Choose the documentation artefacts that most adequately can register the knowledge you’ve acquired, namely  *Framework Overview*,  *Graded Examples*,  *Customization Points*,  *Design Internals* and  *Cookbook & Recipes* [2][3][4].

**Consequences**  

**Shared knowledge base.** The learning knowledge is shared through the community of learners, from experts to novices, being all able to use and improve it according to their needs.

**Collaborative effort.** By opening the knowledge to the community, its quality improves from the constant revising by a heterogeneous group of learners, grasping all the benefits this can bring.
Rationale

Good quality documentation is crucial for the effective reuse of object-oriented frameworks. Without a clear, complete and precise documentation describing how to use the framework, how it is designed, and how it works, the framework will be particularly hard to understand and nearly impossible to use by software engineers not initially involved in its design.

Documenting a framework is not trivial. Producing framework documentation needs to address several issues ranging from contents consistency to contents organization. Using framework documentation also poses a problem where issues like understandability, searchability, and effectiveness need to be adequately addressed [5].

Adopting known documentation artefacts [2][3][4] specific to our learning task to store our understanding knowledge helps to lessen the burden of recording our findings. If that knowledge is then shared with a community of other fellow users, that burden can be even less because the responsibility of keeping the information up-to-date is also shared by the other contributors.

The “community” factor also contributes to the refining and quality increase of the documentation as factors like diversity, independence, decentralization and aggregation [46] will mitigate quality issues like accommodating different audiences, having different views over the information or even the lack of standards.

See also

In [5], a minimalist approach to framework documentation is proposed. It presents an extensible documentation infrastructure based on the WikiWikiWeb concept and XML technology. It provides several document templates and a simple cooperative web-based environment to produce and use minimalist framework documentation. The proposed approach covers the overall documentation process, from the creation and integration of contents till the publishing and presentation. It encompasses a documentation model, a process and a set of supporting tools.
Pattern **Understand the application domain**

You have a framework you want to use, but you don’t know its general purpose or if it covers your application domain.

**Problem**

You need to be sure that the framework answers your functional and domain requirements. Not only the general purpose of the framework must be clear but also its reach and the assurance that it covers, if not all, the required problem domain areas and constraints of the application to develop.

How do you learn what is the purpose of the framework and the domain scope it covers?

**Forces**

Learner’s domain knowledge. The easiness of finding where the domain concepts are present, and which areas relate to those domains, strongly depend on the learner’s knowledge about the application domain. Metaphor and technical jargon may be useful to track down and identify hints on component names that might relate to domain concepts.

Expert domain knowledge availability. If such an expert is available for consult, it should nurture and speed up domain knowledge acquisition and promote a domain-driven analysis of the framework.

Documentation. The documentation should give ideas on how the domain is mapped onto the framework. It could contain a brief description of the framework and its main purpose and concepts.

**Solution**

Identify the general purpose of the framework and its application domain by browsing the existing documentation and capture the main domain concepts, how they relate and how the framework addresses them.

*A FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW* [2] is a good way to do so and *GRADED EXAMPLES* [3] provide detail on how the main features can be implemented.

Find the framework top components and their metaphor (names and designations) and UNDERSTAND THE ARCHITECTURE of how they are related to cover the domain concepts.

Preserve all the information gathered, adopting a KNOWLEDGE-KEEPING strategy.

**Consequences**

Broadness. Viewing the framework at this level enables the learner to know the general purpose of the framework and its overall domain applicability.

Shallowness. Without going into more detail it is sometimes difficult, if not impossible, to ascertain if a certain functionality or technology is covered by the framework. As such, one needs to dig deeper and try to UNDERSTAND THE DESIGN INTERNALS in order to understand how some pieces fit in together, because the system requirements need detailed specifications of certain functionalities.
When you know nothing about a framework, usually you try to see what the framework is for. You look for the title, a paragraph, maybe the name of the components. These elements are usually on the documentation that accompanies the framework, whether is a specific document, website or other kind. When trying to find out its purpose, you look for keywords or something that will shed some light about the domain concepts of the framework. It is about graphics? It is about networks? It is general-purpose? What are the concepts it encompasses and how? Only after you’ve acquired this information you start looking for other details.

In [19], the process of determining a framework’s suitability to a problem domain starts with the domain analysis activity. This activity has several non-contiguous steps to reach a domain model, where existing documentation (when this documentation is not available for the framework itself, they resort to documentation belonging to exiting application developed using that framework) is reviewed and domain experts are consulted. Also existing standards for the domain are studied. The result of the activity is a domain analysis model containing the requirements of the domain, the domain concepts and the relationships between concepts.
Pattern **Understand the architecture**

You are using a framework and you want to know if its architecture is compatible with your application needs. You want to understand how the framework elements are structured and how they relate.

**Problem**

Using or evolving a framework impacts the framework as a whole. The awareness of the full implications of any change to the framework requires a sound notion of the framework’s architecture and how its elements, which map the domain concepts, relate with one another. You need to understand its architecture.

*How do you learn about the framework’s architecture, its components and internal relationships?*

**Forces**

- **Framework maturity.** A matured framework is likely to be better structured, being easier to identify its main architectural elements.
- **Documentation.** If there is existing documentation that explains the overall architecture, it can be a great understanding aid.
- **Tools.** These can complement the lack of overview documentation, by reverse-engineering the architectural information.

**Solution**

Look into the documentation or any existing reverse-engineered design information and search for instances of architectural patterns [11]. Usually present in a more mature framework, these can indicate its main architectural style.

Browse through the *DESIGN INTERNALS* [4] to identify the main architectural concepts and its relationships. If you need more detail, look for architectural primitives [8]. These can give an incremental view of the overall architecture by identifying interfacing ports between framework components and later, by aggregation, lead to defining a known architectural pattern or structure.

Preserve all the information gathered, adopting a KNOWLEDGE-KEEPING strategy.

**Consequences**

- **High-level awareness.** There is an awareness of all the framework internal components and how they relate. You can piece together all the framework’s parts to see if it fits your application needs.
- **Shallowness.** Despite being comprehensive, there is no grasp of how the components that relate to each other, interoperate, or how they function internally. You need to further UNDERSTAND THE DESIGN INTERNALS, to be able to know more about their behaviour.

**Rationale**

A framework is an architectural abstraction. An architectural abstraction identifies and names composition of elements with a certain structure and functionality. This facilitates communication about designs. A framework provides a set of abstractions that are useful when discussing and describing a domain [41]. When a white-box framework is used, it is necessary to understand the concepts and architectural style of the framework in order to develop applications that conform to the framework. Many errors can be avoided and the application can be constructed more efficiently if the framework user understands its strategies and
styles. In a matured framework, during design stage, a suitable architectural style was adopted and usually these are known domain-specific architectural patterns.

See also In [42], Shaw and Garlan, first introduce the notion of software architectural styles as a family of systems in terms of a pattern or structural organization. More specifically, it determines the vocabulary of components and connectors that can be used in instances of that style, together with a set of constraints on how they can be combined.

In [11], Buschmann et al. presents a pattern catalogue of architectural styles based on the work of Shaw and Garlan and introduces a software design classification system consisting of architectural patterns, design patterns and idioms, covering different perspectives and different abstraction levels.

In [8], Zdun and Avgeriou propose to remedy the problem of modelling architectural patterns through identifying and representing a number of “architectural primitives” that can act as the participants in the solution that patterns convey. According to the authors, these “primitives” are the fundamental modelling elements in representing a pattern and also they are the smallest units that make sense at the architectural level of abstraction (e.g., specialized components, connectors, ports, interfaces). Their approach relies on the assumption that architectural patterns contain a number of architectural primitives that are recurring participants in several other patterns.
Pattern **Understand the design internals**

You want to use the framework to solve a specific problem. You need to know how the framework can be used to implement a specific solution to that problem.

**Problem**
To effectively use a framework, its flexibility and reuse points reside mostly at an intermediate design level. Due to its complexity, it is not clear where those points are and how they are used to implement the solution. Therefore, understanding the design internals is essential to find those flexibility points.

*How do you understand the design internals of a framework?*

**Forces**
- **Design complexity.** A framework design is, by nature, complex. Most of its complexity can be found at this level of design.
- **Inheritance vs. composition.** Design variations for the same problem may prove to be a hinder because they obfuscate the identification of existing solutions as they seem dissimilar.
- **Documentation.** Depending on the existing documentation, one may find bits and pieces of information about how design solutions were implemented to solve specific domain problems.
- **Tools.** Reverse engineering and software visualization tools that aid in identifying known design structures and patterns may save time and give a different view over the whole or part of the framework’s design.

**Solution**
Go through the *DESIGN INTERNALS* [4] documentation, or browse the existing classes, and identify the concept classes and their interactions.

Look for instances of known design patterns. Design patterns [9] are often used as building blocks for frameworks, because they introduce the flexibility it needs. The more mature a framework is, the more design patterns will it encompass. Design patterns aggregate these “hot spots” or *CUSTOMIZATION POINTS* [4]: areas of flexibility we can “hook” [10] into and take full advantage of the framework’s reusability.

Preserve all the information gathered, adopting a KNOWLEDGE-KEEPING strategy.

**Consequences**
- **Framework internal mechanisms.** You gain knowledge about how the framework provides the flexibility for adapting its semi-implementation to develop an application. You acquired most of the information to adapt the framework to your needs.

  **Still at a Design level.** Understanding is kept at a design level. Adapting means implementing, and implementing means coding. You need therefore to UNDERSTAND THE SOURCE CODE.

**Rationale**
Frameworks are designed and implemented to fully exploit the use of dynamically bound methods. Template and hook methods [43][9] are two kinds of methods.
extensively used in the implementation of frameworks, to provide it with its flexibility and adaptability.

Generally, template methods are used to implement the frozen spots of a framework, and hook methods are used to implement the hot spots. The frozen spots are aspects that are invariant along several applications in a domain, possibly representing abstract behavior, generic flow of control, or common object relationships. The hot spots of a framework are aspects of a domain that vary among applications and thus must be kept flexible and customizable.

The difficulty of good framework design resides exactly on the identification of the appropriate hot spots that provide the best level of flexibility required by framework users. More hot spots offers more flexibility, but results in a framework more difficult to design and use, so somewhere in between resides a balanced design.

In [43] are identified several ways of composing template and hook classes, and presented under the form of a set of patterns, globally called meta-patterns. Meta-patterns categorize and describe the essential constructs of a framework, on a meta-level. Design patterns provide proven solutions to recurrent design problems and are extremely useful to design object-oriented frameworks. The motivation for using meta-patterns is to provide a means to categorize and describe design patterns on a meta-level, and to support framework construction. Therefore, design patterns become the building blocks of frameworks.

Design patterns can be used as inspiration when looking for flexible hot-spots within a framework. A framework that contains design patterns can be understood in term of these; therefore when adapting a framework, users can perceive the specific adaptation steps (sub-classing or configuring framework classes) as adaptations of small wholes – the involved design patterns – instead of making new atoms (classes). Users see their adaptations in a perspective larger than that of a single class [41].

See also

In [44], Bruch et al. propose the use of data mining techniques to extract reuse patterns from existing framework instantiations. Based on these patterns, suggestions about other relevant parts of the framework are presented to novice users in a context-dependent manner.

In [45], Fairbanks et al. present a pattern language based on the notion of design fragment. A design fragment is a pattern that encodes a conventional solution to how a programmer interacts with a framework to accomplish a certain goal. It provides the programmer with a “smart flashlight” to help him/her understand the framework, illuminating only those parts of the framework he/she needs to understand for the task at hand. Design fragments give programmers immediate benefit through tool-based conformance and long-term benefit through expression of design intent.
Pattern  **Understand the source code**

You want to code your solution using the framework.

**Problem**  To actually use a framework you have to code. Therefore, understanding the source code is mandatory. But a framework is not a common piece of code: it has no clear entry point and there isn’t a “main” method from where to start understanding the flow of control. Its “hot-spots” are scattered across the code and the way to use them may not be straightforward.

*What to look for to understand the source-code and plug-in your solution?*

**Forces**  
- **Hollywood principle.** Your code will have to be inserted at a specific location that the framework will eventually call and execute. It might not be straightforward how and where that calling will take place.
- **Language familiarity.** If you are not familiarized with the programming language in which the framework is built, you’re going to take more time to understand the code.
- **Task-orientation.** To be cost-effective, learners tend to focus on the task at hand, and to find the quickest way to solve their immediate problem.
- **Code Annotations.** Code annotations and inline documentation can give helpful insight on a certain code fragment was implemented or served a purpose.
- **Documentation.** Usually, the framework comes with examples on how to quick start or how to quickly address initial problems. These can be extremely helpful as they show how to begin and force you to try to understand how the system works.

**Solution**  
Browse the documentation for examples on how to address the task at hand. Identify the code main entry points for your specific task.

Usually, the framework comes with a *Cookbook & Recipes* [3] on how to solve common problems the framework addresses. These show you how to begin coding and enable you to understand how the overall system works.

If no documentation is present, try to look for beacons and idioms that might hint to the entry point(s) of the framework (Control classes and “main” methods) and track down the flow of control. Idioms are coding patterns that are used to solve recurrent problems (You use a loop to iterate over an array, etc.). Beacons are fragments of code that may resemble algorithm techniques or coding strategies to known problems. Classifying and chunking code into these concepts might prove useful to increase code granularity search.

Identify your insertion points as you go along and preserve all the information gathered, by adopting a KNOWLEDGE-KEEPING strategy.

**Consequences**  
- **Missing the whole picture.** At such a low-level, the learner has local expertise but might overlook more global side-effects of code insertion or modification. A broader
notion of what is happening might be necessary, so you might need to \textbf{understand the design internals} to gain further awareness.

\textbf{Rationale} Prior to performing a software modification task, developers must inevitably investigate the code of the target system in order to find and understand the code related to the change. With frameworks, the theory is the same. If we assume that the way a developer investigates a program influences the success of the modification task, then ensuring that developers in charge of modifying software systems investigate code of the system effectively can yield important benefits such as decreasing the cost of performing software changes and increasing the quality of the change.

Developers should follow a general plan when investigating a program, should perform focused searches in the context of this plan, and should keep some form of record of their findings.

Documentation here is crucial. Not only should there be some sort of guide for browsing the code, but also examples on how to address the most common problems. Going through these examples would be a valuable assisted first “dive” into the framework code and would help emerge the control-flow mechanism of the framework and the way it is supposed to be used.

\textbf{See also} In [25], Sillito \textit{et al.} performed a study where they observe developers trying to understand a system in order to perform a change task. They harvested and identified 44 different kinds of questions developer ask during that process and divided them into four categories based on the characteristics of the source code graph capturing the information needed for answering a given question: those aimed at finding the initial focus points, those aimed at building on those points, those aimed at understanding the sub-graph, and those over such sub-graphs.

In [37], Robillard \textit{et al.} conducted another study where observed successful and unsuccessful developers while performing a software evolution task and came up with a theory of program investigation effectiveness in the form of a series of observations and associated hypotheses. Overall, they found that successful developers exhibited a highly methodical approach to program investigation, where they identified the high-level structures and planned the changes to be made, without forcefully spending more time than a more opportunistic approach.
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